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Embargo Policy 

 

 

Embargo Policy for Presentations and Abstracts at Annual Meetings of the Japan College 

of Rheumatology (JCR) 

 

＊ Communication and/or dissemination of accepted abstracts and information contained therein for 

presentations at the JCR Annual Meeting is prohibited during the embargo period; i.e., until the 

presentation at the JCR Annual Meeting. After the presentation, JCR will allow dissemination and 

submission to any other third party.  

＊ In case you disseminate your abstracts or their contents, the reference must be clearly indicated and no 

changes are allowed. When disseminating the lecture/abstract in other languages, particular caution 

should be used to ensure that no inconsistencies arise in the content due to translation.  

＊ JCR’s permission is required prior to dissemination and/or submission to any other third party.  

＊ If you wish to submit your presentation to another academic society within the embargo period, you need 

to contact JCR in advance to withdraw your presentation. 

 

In case of any violation of the above-stated policies, JCR, the copyright holder, reserves the right to take 

appropriate action, including withdrawal of the concerned abstract.  

 

“Encore” presentations at the Annual Meeting 

JCR will permit “Encore” presentations under the following conditions. 

 

＊ Acceptance is limited to presentations of the meeting held outside of Japan in a different language within 

one (1) year prior to the last date scheduled (convening) of the JCR Annual Meeting. (Not applicable to 

the congresses held in Japan except the congress held in Japan hosted by APLAR and other international 

societies where JCR belongs) 

＊ The abstract title clearly indicates that it is an “Encore” presentation (for example, add “encore 

presentation” to the end of the title). 

＊ Contents, study data and overall interpretation must be reflected faithfully to the primary presentation.  

＊ Presenter must ensure to obtain permission from the copyright holder of the primary presentation under 

presenter's responsibility when needed.  

＊ Information of the primary presentation (name of the congress, abstract title, date, etc.) and permission 

granted or not must be included in the JCR presentation slides. If no permission is needed, then "None" 

should be inserted in this section.  


